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INTRODUCTION

1,

What is health education? In a recent article, Means
proposed the following definition:

Health Education is: an academic field and subject,
with content and objectives that are intellectual and
academic in nature; a relatively new discipline, in terms
of modern concept; an applied science, which is derived
from the biological and behavioral sciences; and a needed
approach-to bridge the gap between scientific health,
discoveries and man's application (1969, p. 211).

developmentddvelopment of health education as we knowidt.todax
is a relatively recent phenomenon. Yet from a historical
standpoint, health education has been a prime objective of
virtually/every significant group in American education dat-
ing back to this country's early history. 'As 9alli pointed
out, "The writings of Henry Barnard, the first Commissioner
of Education in tjie United States, Benjamin Franklin, and
Horace Mann did much to advance health education in'the early
years of American education" (1976, p. 161).

As the profession grew, most advances in health eduCation
took place to conform to current social concerns; that is,
each time a health crisis was perceived, a greater emphasis
was placed on education for prevention. Some examples are

; loast programs of infectious disease control, fluoridation,
and more rece/tly anti-drug use cam aigns. The discipline
has demonstrated continual growth c minating in acceptance
and suppot from nearly all major ducational and health
institutions, including the National Education Association,
the World Health Organization, and the American Medical
Association. Furthermore, health education as a formalized
independent discipline is now mandated.in some capacity by
46 slates and thegDiptrict of Columbia.

0

CURRICULUM FOR THE FUTURE

In 1970 Alvin Toffler released the highly acclaimed
bestsetller, Future Shock. Within this treatise on sociol--
ogye science, and psychology is a fasckhating discussion of
-education.. In a section on 'the curriculum of-the future,
whieh-ln effect offered a strong endorsement of health
education,°Toffler stated, "The curriculum of tomorrow must

c- thus include not{ an extremely wide-range-of data
_._/ oriented courses but a strong emphasig"-bn future relevant

behavioral skill. It must cpMbine variety of factual con--e
tent with unirsa training in what might be termed life_
knoig-how" (p. 209)., Elsewhere he said, "As fbr curriculum,
the Councils of the Putire, instead of assuming that every
sUbjdct today isNtaught for a reason, should begin from the
reverse premise: nothing should be included in a required..



curriculum unless it can be strongly justified in terms of
the4futuren (p. 418).

The..Ovice of..Toffler, a non-health ddultator, is remark -
ably with predominant opinions within the health
education-profession. R4ther than emphasize the past, health
education should look to propose solutions for the future.
Longrelegated,to a position of,secondary importance in the
overall curriculum design, health education can become one,bf
the dominant forces in education in the formalized school
stru cture of tomorrow.

,If society hopes to curtail the'rising(instance of
chronic cfisease, social maladjustment, substance abuse, and
a litany of'bthe4- potential problems, it must seek, feasible
methods of preventton. rocketing medical costs and the
ineffectiveness A trea //meat can ho longer serve as the only
alternatives. Thehea4 4.4 education profession, therefore,
must demand from society continued support and financial back-
ing; and from itelf.accquntability, progressive research,
and fresh ideas.

4
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METHODS.IN BEHAVIOR CHANGE: A REVIEW
- OF dONTEMPORAWHEALTH EDUCATION STRATEGIES

With the rising costs df. education and the public outcry
for accountability, current trends in education have been
tpwardPerformance-based evaluation. Many,sectors of the edu-
cational'system have used this approach, usually 'in thelform
of knowledge or skill acquisition tests. However, the nature
of health education, where knowledge` or skills per se may
have.no relationship to future desires outcomes, does not
lend itself to'this system., Means said, 'Health is deter-
mined not by.what we know bUt What we do" (19'69;.p. 211).

Unfortunately, most recent documentation in health educa-
tion has centered on attitudinal and kndwledge change, under
the assumption that knowledge acqUiAition coupled with atti-
tudinal change will culminate in. appropriate behavior at some
future point n,time. Such thinking may not be realistic,
since the necessary motivational mechanitms may never mater-/
ialize. to 'prompt"the desired Outcome. 'urthermore, like the'
paradigth Of the chicken and the egg',,,'''there is a question
about which'takes plate first,,attitude or behay,i0r change.
Therefore, the.only>ac
.education must be a

Ountable mea
behavior,:ch

"In the final analysis, effecti ne
health education is mepsured by ell oyN'
Therefore it seems profestionallAp440
explicit desariptions':of Methods,ICTAhp
sequentially the complex learn0g,proce

. Imattempting to -make assuotRtforit .410

ible means' of behavior change'ficonemust4
and failures of past research.. As rioted

e of successful healt01,6.,",
Malmisur wrote

irittruction in,
1 modifiC:44tion..
jve that' we seek
instructor to order

(l969,.p. 140).
u.t. the most plaus-
51-e'both-successes
rlierk the liter-'

ature is replete with attitudinftl_and kndc Oge oriented
reportsChowever, legitimate research in beh,avicor change 1s
limited. This sectiok\will no' be exhaustive 'of such' work
but will addtess a broad'tpedtrum of currenttopics.

There are probablyAas many techniques in behavior change
as there are health educaters. Theories abound but empiri-
cal evidence is limited. 'Reviewing the various approaches
current within the profession, I have concluded that three
particular modes stand out and deserve comment: (a),9cehavipr
modification, (b) self-management, and (c) activated healtfi 0

education. .These methods have all demonstrated various
degrees of success. In addition, they are consistent with
contemporary thinking in educational psychology wand are
feasible for-virtually any school use:

op

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION 1.

d
. -Behavior modification evolved from the'behavioristic
'school of. thought in psychology that originated under Wilhelm
Wunde in Germany in the'late 1800s. e behavior movement
developed the PriAcip,les of conditio ng, with B. F. Skinner--/ as its most renowned prOponent. Behavior was thougt of as

ti
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conditioned reflexes whose discrete responses could be modi-
-e. fied through environmental manipulations. Later,the applica-

tion of behaviorism to real problems became known as behavor
modification.

Behavior modification is a means of changing behavior,by
rewarding the appropriate behivior while ignoring or disap-
proving unwanted behavior. It was first used in dealing with
the mentally ill: After success in that 'area, behavior modi-
fication was introduced in education and later in other set-
tings such as day care centers, prisons, and nursing homes.

Greenberg (1975) described modification from the health
education perspective as a method by which teachers determine
to a certain degree the behavior of students. The first step
in behavior modification is to establish a goal or target
behavior. This may mean the acquisition of a particular
behavior, such as the flossing of teeth, 'or the elimination
of a negative behavior, such as smoking. Once the goal or
target behavior,has been identified:, students,who demonstrate
appropriate examples of such behavior are rewarded with rein-
forcers. In the school setting, these reinforcers take the
fOrm of materials such as,toys or candy; privileges; and
social interaction involving status, praise, and attention
from adults. Negative reinforcers--criticism, threats, loss
of atatus, withdrawing of privilegesare used in an attempt
to eliminate undesirable behavior. In addition, desirable
behaviors are broken down ipto sub-behaviors which are
reinforced either positively or negatively until the desired
outcome is obtained; this process is called "shaping."

Key elements have been refined through researc1, and the
following suggestions are offered to improve, effectiveness:

1. Reinforcement should occur immediately after the
behavior.

2. Reinforcement.should be clearly associated with the
behavior. %

3. Reinforcement should be continuous. 4

4. Reinforcement of little gains (shaping) should be
used at-first.

5. Positive reinforcement should be emphasized over
negatie,reinforcement.

ModifyineHealth Behavior

In health education literature, examples of the use' 9 f
behavior modification exist but are limited. Evans (19731
reported the success of using behavior modification in oral
hygiene programs. In additionto.the general techniques of
behavior modification discussed earlier, Evans suggested-
repeating *nstruCtions, providing feedback or knowledge of

,"?
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results to subjects, presenting messages encompassing various
combinations of feariand positive appeals, and providing very
specific oral hygiene skill, training rather than general
instructions.

Greenberg (1977) compared the effects of behavior modi-
fication with those f alternative teaching modes including
twadi.O.onal, student centered, and combination approaches
Ad found no significant differences in behavioral.outcomes.
Despite these results, numerous instances of s.u0ess in non-
school setOngs support the use of,behavior modification.

Hunt and_Matarazzo (1973) successfully used behavior
X"' m2dif cation foi smoking cessation programs; the authors

advocated supportive measures such as regulated exercise,
relaxation training, and relevant recreational and social
activity as adjuncts to behavior modification. Evans (1973).
also suggested the use of booster sessions at periodic inter-
vals to "maintain the desired behavior.

In weight control, another area of concern in health
education, Werner (1976) emphasized the success of behavior
modification ascompared to other accepted, measures such as
diet restriction, medication, and evensurgery. Werner said,
"Scientific evidence supports the notion behavior modifica-
tion is the best remediation plan for weight reduction and
permanent weight control" (p. 602).

Modifying Values

Behavior modification is not without valid criticism.
First, behavior modification may present an oversimplifica-
tion of the complexities of behavior. Also, there is an
important ethical question about the educator's right to
predetermine how a student should behave and then to program
activities in order to elicit that behavior.

As an alternative method in health education, Greenberg
(1975) suggested the process of values clarification. Values
clarification theory recommtnds learning experience's that
help students to percepe tIle 'reality of their values. It is
hoped that students, through a greater awareness of their own
values, will make rational behavioral decisions consistent
with those values and a healthier life style. According to
Greenberg: "A marriage of behavior modification and values

,

clarification seems possible. . . . If during values clarifi-
4' cation exercises a student becomes aware of a value unaccept-

able to him and desires to change that value, the teacher's
help in employing behavioral modification; at the student's
request, might be appropriate" (p. 94).

SELF-MANAGEMENT

Self-management gradually emerged from the field of
behavior modification. In self-management, many of the basic
concepts from the classical operant conditioning theories



are applied, but by the individual, to control" internal
events. Therefore, self-management addresses the problems,
associated with external manipulation in'behavioral modi-
fication. Williams and Long (1975) stated: "The tone of
self-management is consistent with our society's-ethic of
self-responsibility. .We are held responsible for our
behavior because we are assumed to be in control of that
behavior" (p. 10).

Another characteristic of the self-management program
is a very formal and precise strategy. Williams and Long
described steps in self-management:

Selecting One Goal. Factors to be considered are:

1. The goal should be important to you.
2. The goal should be measUrablerit should be

quantified, as in losing ten pounds .or running two
miles

4. Your first goal should be set only slightly higher
than your present level of operation.

4. Goals shOuld be stated in positive rather than
negative terms.

Recording Quantity, and Circumstances of Behavior. This
process provides baseline data as well as continuous data as
the program ensues. The measuring process may take the form
of counting the number of cigarettes smoked per day, flossing
experiences, snacking incidences, or whatever is appropriate.
Graphing the results is suggested to clarify/current perfor-
mance as well as to provide a reference point for evaluating
future action. In addition, concomitantcircumstances
associated with the behavior are recorded., Ad related to
smoking, these circumstances may include mood, time of day,
vocation, and others preSent. :

Changing the Setting Events. Insight gained into the
circumstances that surround a particular behavior can be used
to mold new behavior. It is commonly accepted that one of.'
the best ways to modify behavior is to alter the situation
in which the behavior occurs. For example, if snacking is
_usually a response to boredom or nervousness, you might try a
substitute activity, such as taking a walk when the situation- r

arises.

Establishing Effective Consequences. Most of our behav-
iors are, at least in part, a-result of their consequences.-

.Behaviors are strengthened as a result of rewards and dimin-,
ished as a re vaf,punishment. Self-management relies-on
the use of- ive rewards and the establishment of contin-
gencies that g vern..their application. Rewards should be ,

meaningful and appropriate for the desired outcome; for exam-
ple, watching a favorite television show may be appropriate
for smoking your daily cigarette quota, whereas buying anew
wardrobe may be appropriate for quitting altogether.

6
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Mobilizing Social ReinforcemeAt. It is evident that, one
of the strongest influences on us is the social pressure
exerted by our peers. In this step it is recommended that a
goal be tied into a-sociAl arrangement--for example, choose
an exercise partner,,,,,or.make rewards for ;both you and another
person dependent on goal achievement. Aversive consequences
or negative reinforcement also maybe effective. An example
may be a public disclosureof your goal and reward system, so
that lapses in goal achievement may result in social ridicule
or loss of face.

Focusing on the Consequences. This, is an effort to keep
individuals constantly aware.of the established program. One
method-is for each indivici.al to verbalize his or her'pro-
gram before a groups Another is to "talk to yourself" con-
stantly about the desired behavior; you are much more likely
to exhibit the right behavior if you state aloud what that
behavior is. 4

Applying Covert Control. Certain,behavior,seems to be
' highly related to identifiable thoughts or feelings. Three
'strategies applied to this principle are:,

Covert pairs: the individual, when, confronted by the
temptation, thinks first of negative consequences for
negative behavior and then of positive consequences
for behaving in the desired manner. For example,
when you are tempted to snack, think how much leaner
ydu would be if you didn't.

2. Covert reinforcement: the individuall regularly
vitualizes goal liachieVement and the positive conse-
quences of that achievement. For example, imagine
losing 20 pounds, and then imagine yourself in a new
wardrobe receiving compliments on'yopr appearance.

3. Covert sensitization: the individual imagines the
undesirable behavior with all the sense's involved
and all the preliminary and related functions; then,
at that point of consummation, substitutes a strong
negative- thought. For example, imagine all the pre-
liminary aspects of having an alcoholic drink, with
all the sensations involved; then, at that point of
consummation, imagine yourself getting sick!

Description of programs using the self-management
approach is limited. Grosshans (1977) described .a personal
behavior change program incorporated in a health education
setting which adopts many of the characteristics of self-
management.. Using the contract grading approach (the means
of positive reinforcement) °toward a goal setting student -
devised projects, Grosshans reported success in Weight con-
trol and exercise development programs; however, no empirical
in was. given.

.7
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St. Pierre and Lawrence (1975) reported encouraging
results using self-management in a smoking cessation program.
Comparing various treatment approaches, they discovered that
the best results were obtained by students receiving aversive
treatment followed by self-maintenance.- This group reported
a 60 percent decrease in overall smoking behavior three
months after the start of the program. St. Pierre and
Lawrence reported the use of most of the techniques empha-
sized in self-management; however, they found the most
promising strategies to be recording the circumstances of
smoking behavior and using a signed contract between the
subject and a close friend.

In clinical psychology, numerous reports incorporating
self-management exist. Horan and JOhnson (1971) and Penick'
et al. (1971) reported on obesity prograMs, Marston and
McFall (1971) on smoking cessation, and Sobell and Sobell
(1973) on control of alcohol consumption.

7

ACTIVATED HEALTH EDUCATION

The third program 'in b'ehavio'r change strategies, commonly
referred to as activated health education, &mbines many of
the approaches in the preViously discussed methodologies into
eworkable model more suited to educational settings. Acti-
vated health education uses a standardize'd instructional
model which, with slight variations, can be applied to smok-

-,ing cessation, weight control, and dental care prgrams, among
others. Dennison (May/June 1977) described the three=phase
activated instructional model:

Laboratory or Field Experience Phase. This is the
experimental phase, in which students learn to be aware of
their physical and behavioral health. Both biomedical evalua-
tion and behavioral inventory analysis are used. Depending,-
on the topic of concern, such testing as skinfold measures,
fitness tests, blood pressure, or plaque disclosures along
with various behavioral westionnaires are used. Initially
this phase is teacher dominated and highly formal as dictated
by the laboratory setting; gradual increase in student par-
fticipation allows for some of the evaluation to be student
'directed.

Cognitive Phase. This stage uses a gradually reducing
cognitive phase to present relevant information that comple-
ments the laboratory exercise and outlines personal.suscepti-
bility to various health problems. The phase is geneially
teacher oriented though less formal. Emphasis is placed on
using multimedia presentations rather than the traditional
lecture-dominated approach.

Affective Phase. To this point the suggestions outlined
vary little from many of the standard and generally unsuccess7
ful practices common 'in the profession-. What truly separates

8



activated health.,eaucatlion from traditional eddcation is a
:graduaXly ,increasing ffective.stage. Here many of the.-pro-
cedures outlined in kallavior modificatibn, self-management,
grld'valueVS clarification are combined. The stddents identify

,and -clarify their persOnal health,values'through discusSion
And various-leaching activities: They,describe actual and
40eai health be fors ,The health educator's role becomes
,0ät of,a facilitator, aidiAg the-stddent to establish a

,?%

,persona1 program of self-maintenance while taking care to
impos4'ng values. The health educator'6 responsibili-

ties' are to "activate 7- the student and help with establish-
44:° ihe'programf however, the strategy leaves the student

respopsible for the success of the program. This
distinguishes activated health education from behavior mod-

- ,ificAtion and, more closely, aligns 'it with self-management,
althodghvwith a less structured format.

Included in the approach-is.a highly defined method of
-,evaluation with'both internal and external components. The
internal system is 'under the control of the instructor and
is based or 'objective mastery principles; it is applied
exclusr4ely in the laboratory and cognitive phases and allows
immediate feedback for both student and instructor. The
external evaluation "Provides for biomedical evaluation by
appropriate professionals'ireconjunction with student self-
reported behavior-inventories.

To date, the activated health education model has dem-
onstrated ,success in behavior change in a number of areas.

reportedeported a'decrease in alcohol-related disruptive
behavior (January 1977) and improved plaque disclosures
(1974) which were significantly greater than traditional
methods. However, since no one advocates traditional meth-
ods as being successful in health education, it is still
uncertain whether the activated health education method is
significantly better than behavior modification, self-
manageMent, or any other methods or combinations therof.

U
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THE COMPOSITE MODEL

Three behavior change strategies have been outlined in
this paper. What follows is a summary of the programs
reviewed, incorpOrated into one suggested behavior change
model. In develOping such an ideal model, several points

Pmust be considered: (a) the numerous influences on behavior
and the *multitude of possible health topics; (b) variations
with ethnic and,cultural group; and (c) the health educator
who, when undert'aking curricular decisions, is influenced
not only 'by - finance and school policy but certainly by per-
sonal biases, attributes, and liabilities as well. When all
these factors are considered, to suggest any one styleAllmay
be inappropriate.

As in the Activated Health Education format,.the
composite model uses a multiphasic approach.

Step 1 allows for student participation in appropriate
laboratory experiences and behavioral evaluation procedures,
within the confines of the topic of concern. The labora-
toryexperiences should be as sophisticated as economically
and administratiVely feasible. For example, ideally in a
heart disease prevention unit the student receives an exer-
cise'stress test, serum lipid evaluation, and perhaps an
electrocardiogram reading. Various behavioral inventories,
are also administered to relate laboratory results to actual
behavior. The combined results set the stage for future
decision making about behavior change. Again, objectives
mastery is used for grading purposes and satisfactory
completion of this step.

Step 2 is concerned with supplying cognitive information
to build a knowledge base for rational decision making and
the *development of "cognitive dissonance," that is, fear/
anxiety arousal. Bedause of the sophistication of today's
students, this information should be presented using the
latest multimedia materials--films, slides, videotapes--as
well as guest appearances by experts in the field. Further-
more, though fear of illness is an important motivational
factor, the positive aspects of good health should be
emphasized over the negative. *To confo'rm to the requisite
grading system, the criterion reference or objective mastery
approach is suggested; passing is dependent on demonstrated
mastery of cognitive objectives.

Step 3 begins with values clarification activities that
delineate actual and ideal behavior patterns leading to the
formation of personalized goal setting. This singular goal
should be quantifiable, measurable, and related to a time
deadline. In addition, the, student must formulate a concrete
plan of action, submitted in written form (see Appendix A)
that includes a description of the goal, charts for moni-
toring progress, an outline of a personalized rewards and
punishment system, and an outline of the particular behavior

10
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5

change plan--in the example in Appendix A, a suggested diet /
program for losing weight. The instructor not only reviews I

the program for feasibility 'but facilitates goal *achievement,
through:

- -Contract ,grading, where each step in the process is,/i
rewarded with an appropriate predetermined grade //j

point

- -Formation int-ar
orientations_p
student verbs
sharing of prO.
ment of the qr
commitment to

s of students with similar goal
thin these groups, allocation.for
n of goals and program Aesigns, the
and progress, and a signed endorse-

,

,,written program .signifying a group
each one another's goals

r

--Presen tation of learning experiences which provide
insight into the use of mental imagery fgr covert
control (as described in the discussion,of the SOlf-
Management Approach)

- -Opportunity for a public student group demonstration
upon goal achievement--for example, a group-planned
"health meal" for a diet group, group participation in
a road race for an exercise group,:or an antismoking
lesson to a younger grade for a smoking cessation
-group

- -The use of "booster sessions" later at intermittent
time periods to reinforce and actualize the particular
behavior.

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT EXAMPLE

To illustrate the details of the suggested model, a
sample unit outline is provided. An exercise unit has been
chosen primarily because exercise is currently in vogue and
-is relatively easy to assess.

Exercise Unit

Level: Senior High School/Undergraduate College.

Time:, 3-6 weeks.

Objectives

Specific objectives will vary depending on such vari-
ables as the grade level, school resources, and the health
educator's background. However, any health education program
should specify objectives within the following context:



a

Behavioral: A significant increase of group means on
selected exercise inventories administered to
students as pre- and post-tests.*

Laboratory: A significant improvement of grbup means
on selected physiological measures of exercise habits
administered to.all students'as pre- and post-tests.*

Note: In both behavioral and laboratory objectives,
success t's not measured in regard to individual
change. It is neither ethical nor realiselc to
expect change in all students. As in this unit,
some students will be highly active while others
will have little desire to increase exercise despite
the most sophisticated of educational approaches.

Cognitive: All students will achieve a minimum score Hof
competency on an exercise-related knowledge inventory.

Teaching Strategies'--Laboratory Phase

As emphasized in the Activated Health Education Model,
a thorough evaluation of both behavior and biomedical status
must be taken.. For the purpose of the example unit, behav
ioral scores will be established using Cooper's Aerobic Sc
ing System for exercise, and cardiopulmonary fitness levels
will be established by use of Cooper's 12-minute maximum dis-
tance test. This testing should be under the strict super-
vision of the instructor or-assisting professionals. It is
suggested that corollary biomedical tests also be given using
student technicians as aides. These less sophisticated tests
could include blood pressure readings, skinfold measures,
resting heart rates, and heights and weights.

All students are required to complete the total labora-
tory'phase for satisfactory.grading purposes. The results

of these tests will not only serve as a reference point for

* Any research, no matter how ingeniously designed, is only
as sound as its means of measurement. It can be assumed that
innumerable false claims have been made based on instruments
'either invalid in themselves or inappropriately employed. No
doubt true hypotheses have been rejected on the same basis.,
This paper is not designed to serve as a text on measurement;
however, the reader is cautioned when either evaluating
research or designing individual programs that'instrumenta-
tion should be thoroughly analyzed. Certain elements of
behavior change lend themselves to accurate measurement, as -

in weight loss programs where pound/kilogram changes can be
easily assessed. How mighthealth educators easily measure
diet quality, sleep habits, carcinogen exposure? The chal-
lenge'to the profession may be not only in changing behavior
successfully but in developing the means of observing it.

12
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lutufe evaluation but provide a stimulus for learning and
self-analysis.

Teaching Strategies--Clognitive Phase

Knowledge may have little effect on behavior change in
and" of itself.,4 Ho ever, behavior is affected in part by at
least some rational decision making. Therefore, cognitive
enhancement is a necessary though not a primary concern in `'

'" the health education proobss..
Information is presented using the latest fermsW, audio- .

visual technology. ,Appropriate slides, movies, and film-
strips are used. Where possible, guest lecturers from either
the school or the community also can be included. !Io save
time and facilitate the learnipg process, all appropriate
notes,*charts, and similar materials should be prepared in
worliboOk form and 'distributed to students in advanced Cogni
tie knOwlegge must .enhance the feeling of disease suscepti-
bility but also must emphasize theTositive benefits of sound
health practices.

Several forms for testing cognitive knowledge can be 4
developed using the objective mastery approach. All students
are required to complete the cognitive §Oase satisfactorily
by passing one- of the testing forms. SulYbsted cognitive
objectives within this unit include background information on
the laboratory phase, individual risk analysis, psychological
and physiological benefits of exercise, and the most benefi-
cial forms of exercise.

0

Teaching Strategies--Affective Phase

The initial aspect of the affective stage centers on
values clarification activities, allowing students to examine
the relevant aspects of their lives and relate the self-
analysis to-the health topic of concern.* A simple example
of such an activity, adapted from Kreuter (1976):

Students are asked to "clarify" their actual and ideal
exercise habits by marking the exercise continuum.

Low Moderate High

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Note: Inventory scoies may be useful substitutes for the
one.through ten arrangement.

* For further information concerning values clarification
activities, the reader is directed to Simon, Howe, and
Kirschenbaum (1972); Raths, Harmin, and Simon (1966); and
Dalis and Strasser (1974).

13 1?-4i
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Students are: then asked to explain tpe reasons, for their
stat6s and*list the factors that prevent orlimit ideal' N\

\. -)behavior. For example: . J,
.

.

,

' ,

1. Laziness
2.. Persoinal dislike of exercise
3. Lack o '.

\.
Within appropriate group settings students are asked to.

share experiences and feelings and interact Iiith others to
gain a greater insight into themselVes.,. Later they are asked
what circumstances they are "willing" ,to,chapge: Once direc-
tion has been established, the stage has been set for commit-
ment and'qbal setting. 'Students then personalize a specific
quantifiable exercise goal and relate that goal to a time
deadline.. Applyidg the kpowledg'b gained during the -cogni-
tive stage, students' devel6p a program outline describing
the details. of .their behayior change strategy. (See also ,

Appendix A.)
' The instructor reviews each program for feasibility and"
appropriateness, and assembles students into groups or
"teams".Of similar goals and interests.' Within these teams'
students Will-xeview one another's programs, suggest revi-
sions where necessaey, and finally sign a written endorsement
of one another's programs..

Another aspect of this process is, graphing,change,oyer
time to serve as a point of reference as well as a personal,
reinforcer. Assume that a student scoredinitially in the
low exercise range with a corresponding score for the ,cardio-
pulmonary test. A possible goal might be a moderate level on
both the inventory and the physiological tegting score after
a six- week.training program. Using Cooper's Point System of
exebise, the graph might appear as irp Figure 1.

g-
Figure 1

GRAPH OF STUDENT GOAL TO ACHIEVE
A MODERATE WEEKLY EXERCISE SCORE (50 POINTS)
AFTER A GRADUAL SIX-WEEK TRAINING PROGRAM

50

Weekly 40 X X
Aerobic
Point 30 X
Total

20 X

10 x

0

Start Week Week' Week Week Week Week
1 2 4 5 6

14
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Periodically each team will meetto hare pr lems,
progress reeottts, and points of interest: It is t theSe
stall group sessions that thet instructor can make se of

4. training sessions in covert control; that'is, menta imagery
Visualizing goal ,achievement as%described igiothe discussion
of the Self-Matiagemen' Model.

A4riajor component of this behavior change process is the
use of a- systeh of rewards and pun,ishments. Such # System
can be quite varied and complex and therefore needs special

nsideration. The IerSonal written program should also
nclude a reward an, punishment system. In'the,example, the

,reward system migh ihclude a special night Out,on the week7
end fo owing _e eekly point achiev ment, and perhaps a ,pecia itemforclothing purchased following thesix-week
goal adhievement. '.-Punishment might include-Skipping dessert
for missIng.a session.. MOreover, intrinsic rewards are t

_.,nhanced.by:-94.serving. personal change 6Ver time.rfrom the4
rp'dorded dhartt) as well as receiving social reinforcement
from the'iNtructor and, team members during progresslireport
sessions. .

The educational system calls for a means of evaluation,
usually in the form of.>a number or letter grade. Though
thissYstem's effect4iteneSs-ig the behavioral change process
is questionable, most students re attunedto working "Kithin
this framework and responato a rading stimulus. Therefdre
an added re rd system IS-the use ofcontract grading. In
the exampl points mightbe rewarded irk the following
tanner:

'-4

C pletion of'all laboratory activities
and tests . . :25 ti

S tisfactory score on the know.k0g?
tests 25

Satisfactory development of a personalized
Britten behavior change program . . 25

Demonstrated goal achievement through
behavioral analysis and biomedidal
post- testing 25

)

TOTAL 100

A grade of 100 or "A" is 'certainly appropriate and ,

111
pr gram. Most students would be highly motivaed to work
justified considering -the effort and consequences of this

t
within this arrangement.

A fin 1 reward system, the public group demonstration,
is sugge ted. In the example given, a likely 'possibility is
"team" c mpletion of a road race;. such races are becoming
quite com on and aie held in virtually all seasons. The pos-
itive gro p interaction, the sense of achievement, the feel-

.

ing of be ng part of a unit, possible material rewards such
as T-sh,ii ts, may all work to cement the learned activity

,

fully into the student's behaviormilieu. With some concen-
tgated imagination, the instructor can disdover,any number of

19



Figure 2

THREE-PHASED BEHAVIOR CHANGUNSTRUCTIONAL MODEL,

L boratory,Pha.se

ry.

Cognitive Phase Affective Phase

Behavioelnveritori

weel9 BioMqical Testing,

1 - Primary

Instructor Directe,d

-Cotolltry'

Afideflt,Directe0

week'
. 2

!

Prepared Handouts, Charts,

Graphs, LecturetNotes'in'

Workbook Order,

Multimedia;Presentatioq

Guest Lecturer Appearance'

.1{howledge:Test 1

Test 2

Test N

Contract. GradinOresentation

'cat ion Activii.y

G0a4Setting

Behavior Change

pvment

pOlqk Sessions,

nteraction

al Imagery Practice'

riodic Group Sessions

Post-Testing*_.
Contract Grade Rewarding

Terminal Group. Presentation

''Periodic Booster Sessi8,0

TE Although post-testing

as an, affective learning situat

is clearlo,laboratxperience, also serves

ion because ?fantichted goal achievement,
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possible terminal events, depending on the health area of
. interest.

An additi al activity.of the affective phase is peri-
odic booster se sions. The behavior inventory is readminis-
tered and each team is reassembled. Progress reportg are
again shared. Those who have faltered in their programs may
be remOtivated,. and those who have continued may rece0e
additional reinforcsmOnt. In an area such as the suggested
exercise unit, it is not uncommon to observe.actual increases
in exercise habits, as opposed to an expected behavior
recidivism.

The sequential order-of events within this schema is
critically important. Figure 2 outlines the time relation-
ship'of the overlapping phases of this program.

VD

r\CONCLUSION

'This behavior change process is neither cheap nor easy
to administer. However, if health educators are to be held
accountable for their efforts, they must demand the'facil-
ities,' preparation time, and finances to succeed- No longer
can movies, a reading assignment, and a series of questions
from a text be sanctioned as health education.

Within the confines of these proposals are proven
approaches in behavior change. The application of these
principles, with modest innovations where necessary, can
promote significant changes in behavior.

What also makes the program attractive is that once a
, student has successfully applied this approach, the ground-
work has been laid to affect behavior for a lifetime. The
student now has the knowledg, experience, and confidence to
modify his or her own behavior when the motivation and need
arise.

9
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2.1

A FINAL COMMENT-

Perhaps the most important aspect in health education,
but one that is too frequently igndred,is that of the
teacher as role model. Rightly or not, the teacher exe
one of the strongest influences on a student's development.
Teachers not only develop cognitive skills in learners but
exert a great influence on their charges' value structure as
well. This influence is particularly apparent in health
education. As Glover wrote:

. But how they (health educators) present themselves
as models, either consciously or uncons'coiously, to young
learners, should be the focus of increased awareness.
pl terms of promoting health behavioe'and

' modeling exists as a powerful tool that may either
greatly enhance or destroy the verbal message of human

0 health (1978, p. 175).

It is interesting to note that nowhere in the review of.. _

these particular educational strategies is the role of
teacher model discussed. To expect behavioral change in the
learner may be-impossible if that -change is inconsistent with
the teacher's behavior. Health educators cannot expect more
frdin their students than they are willing to invest in them-
selves.

The effectiven s of any health education program may be
a function of the teacher as an individual regardless of the
merits of that program's design. Before any attempts at
behavior change are undertaken by instructors, it is impera-
tive that they first pipmbte change in themselves.

18
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE OF STUDENT DEVELOPED PROGRAM'

O

et

Personal Weight Loss

Debbie

Period 6
May 1978 4

Introduction

This program is developed to helP me lose weight.and to
get more physically fit. I will have to mgdify my eating
habits, which will be more difficult considering that I am
mostly-a vegetarian. My diet is very limited, and through
the years I have learned that in the foods which I do eat,
there is sufficient nutritional value. I will also increase
my exercise plan, which is easily done now due to the
pleasant weather.

My initial goal is to lose 10 pounds (to weigh 110) by
July 1, 1978.

Diet

Possible foods as my meals:

Breakfast: grapefruit
or orange

1 piece of,toast
4 oz. fruit juice
8 oz. tea w/lemon and sugar,

Lunch
(During school time):

cheese and crackers
or bread w/butter

8 oz. 2% milk

Dinner: green vegetable
potatoes
fruit
8 oz. milk

Snacks: cheese
fruits

Keeping to this program, I will also remain below my
recommended daily caloric needs (2178 calories), and will
lose approximately 2 pounds per week.

19
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Exercise Program
A *CV

1. Limbering exercises (yoga) 10 minutes in the morning
2. 15 minutes of general warm-up exercises
43. Endurance exercises: sit-ups
4. Biking 7 miles per day
5. Walking to and from school; total, 2-3/4 miles.

Partners

Ginny
Ann,

doc--
A partnership pl ys an important part in the success-of a

program. It can pr ide inspiration and encouragement needed
to continue the pro r1m. In our case, we have similar goals
and provide competition for each other. Also if one of us
falls behind, it is a sort of punishment to be slipping under
your partner.

Rewards and Punishment

1. For an inspiration and also a reward, I have sewn
myself an outfit a size smaller than what I usually
wear.

2. When I reach my goal I will buy mysel a new outfit.
3. As punishment I will have to do extraWork around the

house plus-more exercises.

ei

20
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SAMPLE-PROGRESS REPORT

Date

GINNY
Goal - 105

ANN
Goal - 110

DEBBIE
Goal - 110

May 23 116 1Z0 12'0

May 27-30 114 118( 118

June-2-6, 112 116 116

June 9-13 110. 114 . 114

June 16-20 108 112 112

June 23-27 106 110 110

July 1 104 108 108

STUDENT GROUP CONTRACT

I, the undersigned, have reviewed the preceding program
and find it acceptable. I further, by my signing, offer my
commitment to ensure the satisfactory completion of the
herein-discussed goal.

Name Date
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to do the same.
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We believe there are benefits in submitting documents to
ERIC. Your research will be widely publicized since over
5,300 organizations subscribe to Resources in Education.

)
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the microfiche collections and reproduction service. And
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